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Why 90% of the traders even after winning 90% of the times gives it back to the

markets?

Has this ever happened to you, That you are up 10% on the month and you feel

crazy, but the next morning you give it all back to the markets?

What Causes You to Give It All Back?

Thread-

1. Euphoria-

It is the state of mind in which we can not perceive risk, In state of euphoria nothing can go wrong.

So when you are in this state of mind, you feel invincible and there is nothing in the world which can stop you from making

money.
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That’s why when most of the traders after a winning streak put a Huge position and then Boom, all the luck goes for a toss.

Think about it why most of the traders loose big money when the market starts to go in bear mode from bullish mode,

because

when the markets are in a bull market, even if you take trades based on your neighbor recommendation most of them will be

right

"Felling too good is not good for your trading"

Winning gives you dopamine rush, And when you trading to get right often you are just feeding your ego

The evolved trader recognizes that winning simply means that you landed on the right side of probability. That’s all. There is

no reason to get excited.

It’s just probability and you have an edge that gives you an advantage in the randomness of probability.

And when you lose, you have only landed on the wrong side of probability relative to your concerns.That’s all. It’s just

probability

It is not about you.Consistent profitability is simply showing you that your system is working

It is not about your capacity to be right and win

2. Lust- 

 

It is not the desire for wealth that is the problem – it is the lust or worship of wealth or money that leads to trouble 

 

The major problem with winning is that it ignites the lust for money



 

And because it is such a powerful emotion

it can easily overwhelm the discipline, patience, and impartiality needed for effective trade management.

These are the two beliefs which you have to change in order to make your trading from a lucky streak towards a balanced

profitable way.

The potential of a successful trading mind is in the balance

Lastly, You have to choose between those things which will benefit you in the long term rather than short term craving.
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